We present bot#1337: a dialog system developed for the 1 st NIPS Conversational Intelligence Challenge 2017 (ConvAI). The aim of the competition was to implement a bot capable of conversing with humans based on a given passage of text. To enable conversation, we implemented a set of skills for our bot, including chit-chat, topic detection, text summarization, question answering and question generation. The system has been trained in a supervised setting using a dialogue manager to select an appropriate skill for generating a response. The latter allows a developer to focus on the skill implementation rather than the finite state machine based dialog manager. The proposed system bot#1337 won the competition with an average dialogue quality score of 2.78 out of 5 given by human evaluators. Source code and trained models for the bot#1337 are available on GitHub.
Introduction
A conversational or a dialogue agent is a system that interacts with a human via voice or text messages. Dialog systems can be task-oriented, i.e. supposed to solve specific tasks such as reserving flight tickets, or general purpose. Another way to differentiate dialog systems is to compare them by domain: closed or open one. When open-domain dialog systems cover a wide range of supported topics, closed-domain are usually specialized on a few topics.
The early dialog systems used a rule-based approach to control dialog flow (Weizenbaum, 1966; Wallace, 2009 ). Rule-based systems are hard to maintain and new rules should be created for each new domain. This approach is still widely used in cases where the full control of dialog is crucial (e.g., production systems). The availability of dialog datasets (DSTC (Williams et al., 2016) , Twitter Corpus (Ritter et al., 2010) , Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus (Lowe et al., 2015) ) makes it possible to train end-to-end dialog systems Vinyals and Le, 2015) . End-to-end systems are usually based on recurrent neural networks (Graves, 2013) and sequence-to-sequence models (Sutskever et al., 2014) , and use raw dialogues as a training data.
One of the main challenges in the field of open-domain dialogue systems is their evaluation. The reason for that is the absence of good evaluation metrics. While goal-oriented systems can be evaluated with the percentage of dialogues when user's task was accomplished, there is no formal measure of the dialogue quality for open-domain systems. The goal of such systems is to generate responses which suits the context. The quality of the response can be measured by its perplexity measure which, however, can not assess the adequacy of an answer. In order to measure it researchers often use metrics that compare a generated string to some oracle answer, e.g. BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and METEOR (Lavie and Agarwal, 2007) originally used for evaluating Machine Translation model. This is not an optimal way of evaluating chatbots either, because a relevant answer can be different from an oracle (Liu et al., 2016) . In recent works on the evaluation of dialogue systems the authors suggest training evaluation metrics on a set of human-labelled dialogues Lowe et al., 2017) .
However, obtaining such corpora takes much time and effort, so those metrics are rarely used up to our knowledge.
A competition of open-domain dialogue systems is one way to organize a large-scale evaluation by humans. There are some competitions in the field such as Loebner Prize annual competition (Mauldin, 1994) and Alexa Prize Competition (Ram et al., 2018) . The First Conversational Intelligence Challenge was organized as a part of NIPS conference in 2017. The task was to build a conversational agent, which discusses a given text with a human.
A typical competition bot is equipped with a set of skills, such as greeting, asking a question on a certain topic, etc., and decides when to use a specific one. The main challenge here is to understand when to use a specific skill 1 , in other words, to develop a dialog manager (DM). The finite state machine (FSM) can be seen as an instrument of the first choice in rule-based dialog managers. The main advantage of the FSM is a deterministic and transparent control of the conversation, but its complexity quickly grows for large systems. Updating of large FSM with new rules is usually hard due to the high volume of required conflict resolutions between parts of the system. This results in the lack of scalability for the FSM approach.
2017 Loebner Prize winner bot Mitsuku 2 uses a rule-based approach based on Artificial Intelligence Markup Language (AIML) (Wallace, 2009) . 2017 Alexa Prize participant MILABOT conversational agent ) uses a combination of deep learning, reinforcement learning and rules. MI-LABOT agent team used a lot of human-annotated data collected from Amazon Mechanical Turk to train the dialog manager. Mitsuku requires a lot of rules, so it is hardly scalable, while MILABOT requires a lot of human-annotated data. In addition those bots do not initiate a dialog with the user, but only give replies to a user.
Instead, we implemented a supervised DM for our bot. It takes the dialog context 3 as an input and outputs the label of the skill to be used. This simplifies developing the proposed DM in comparison with the FSM and allows to focus on the skill development.
Next sections describe our conversational agent bot#1337 that won the NIPS Conversational Intelligence Challenge. Section 2 describes the implemented skills and Section 3 describes Dialogue Manager (DM). Section 4 gives a high-level view on how skills, DM and user interact together. Section 5 provides detailed information about the participation in the NIPS Conversational Intelligence Challenge, including comparison with other winning system, analysis of skills usage frequency, dialog manager performance and dialogs reading insights. Information about the bot#1337 license, source code and demonstration given in Section 7. To show how the bot works in practice, we have included a sample dialog between the bot and user in the Appendix A.
Skills
Discussion of the text require different skills. First of all, a bot should be able to greet the user, to answer and to ask questions about the text. Secondly, text summarization skill may be required, because the user may not read a long paragraph. Often one just wants to chit-chat with a bot without a thorough discussion.
Chit-chat skills Chit-chat skills are required to discuss some common topics, which are often not connected with a given text. We have built three following skills for the chit-chat.
OpenSubtitles and Facebook news seq2seq chit-chat skills use a neural machine translation attentionbased sequence-to-sequence models. They are trained using OpenNMT framework. OpenNMT is a generic deep learning framework mainly specialized in sequence-to-sequence models covering a variety of tasks such as machine translation, summarization, image to text, and speech recognition. The framework has also been extended for other non sequence-to-sequence tasks like language modelling and sequence tagging (Klein et al., 2017) . Training performed with word-level representations and ADAM optimizer. Word embeddings dimension was set to 150 and their weights are updated during the training.
OpenSubtitles seq2seq skill uses the dialog context as an input and generates an utterance as an output. The model is a 2-layer encoder-decoder LSTM with 2048 hidden units. It is trained on the OpenSubtitles dataset (Tiedemann, 2009) .
The Facebook news seq2seq skill, in addition to the dialog context, may use a paragraph as an input. Paragraph and dialog context divided with special "EOP" (end of paragraph) token. It also generates an utterance as an output. The model is a one-layer encoder-decoder LSTM with 1024 hidden units. It is trained on the Facebook news dataset 4 , which consists of posts and comments from Facebook.
The Alice (Wallace, 2009) chit-chat skill uses the dialog context as an input and generates an utterance as an output. It is built upon AIML rules. We used the open source version of Alice from GitHub 5 .
Sequence-to-sequence chit-chat skills generate several response candidates. Often generative models may generate short responses or responses with many identical or undesirable words. These candidate responses are processed by a filtering algorithm (Alg. 1) and if there is no candidate responses left after filtering, then the Alice skill is executed or one of the escape plan template responses is selected. Escape plan responses are a set of pre-defined utterances, such as "Do you like this text?", "What do you think about the competition?". Q&A skills Discussion of text often consists of asking and answering questions. We developed three skills to generate questions and to answer the questions about the text.
For the question-asking skill we reproduced the feature-rich sequence-to-sequence with attention model (Zhou et al., 2017) . The model is a 2-layer encoder-decoder GRU with 512 hidden units. It is trained on the SQuAD dataset (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) using word-level representations and the Open-NMT framework with ADAM optimizer. Word embeddings dimension was set to 300. Lexical and answer features embedded to 32-dimensional vectors. This skill takes a paragraph, named entities and lexical features extracted using Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) as an input and outputs a question. In the training phase, all the SQuAD answers were used to generate questions. During the inference the model used named entities extracted from the text by the Stanford CoreNLP. We use these named entities as an answers and to generate questions.
The answer-checking skill is connected with the question-asking skill. Right answer on each question is prepared by question-asking skill described above. This skill checks the user's answer using fuzzy matching algorithms (e.g. based on Levenshtein distance). Afterwards, it uses a template to generate a response to the user, such as "You can do better! Hint: first 3 letters is goo".
The question-answering skill uses the bidirectional attention flow (BiDAF) model (Seo et al., 2016) . It takes a user's question and the relevant text as an input and outputs an answer. Finally, these answer were added to template phrases, such as "I think the answer is ...". We used the open source version of BiDAF model from GitHub 6 .
Summarization skill Usually, a text passage to discuss is a long (5-10 sentences) read. Text summarization skill helps to save time and to engage the user.
We used a sequence-to-sequence model with attention pretrained on a Gigaword dataset with Open-NMT 7 . The model is a 2-layer encoder-decoder LSTM with 500 hidden units. Word embeddings dimension was set to 500. We applied the model to chunks of a provided text to generate possible summaries. Finally, these summaries were added to template phrases, such as "Maybe this article's main idea is ...". To select the best response, we used Alg. 1.
Topic detection skill Mentioning the main topic of the text may engage the user in a conversation. We analyzed data from the first round of the NIPS Conversational Intelligence Challenge and it proved our hypothesis.
The topic detection skill is built upon the BigARTM topic modeling framework. BigARTM is a tool to infer topic models, based on a technique called Additive Regularization of Topic Models. This technique effectively builds multi-objective models by adding the weighted sums of regularizers to the optimization criterion (Vorontsov et al., 2015) .
The model takes text as an input and outputs its possible topics. Then, detected topic names are added to template phrases, such as "Am I right that topic of the text is ... ?". We used the Wikipedia corpora from the BigARTM website datasets sections 8 . The model was trained 9 to predict 15 topics. Topic names such as "Politics", "Culture", etc., were set up manually by analyzing top-tokens.
Additional skills We implemented two skills that are independent from the input. They both have handwritten sets of phrases, which are randomly selected to be sent to the user.
The greeting skill is used in the beginning of the conversation if the user does not say anything after some time. It includes such phrases as "Well hello there!", "Hiya!", etc.
The common phrases skill is used when the user does not say anything for some time or when the used skill output is empty. It includes such phrases as "What do you think about ConvAI competition?", "Do you like this text?", etc.
Dialog manager
The DM (Fig. 1) runs two classifiers on user utterance (and, possibly, dialog context) to detect what skill should produce an answer.
The first classifier works on a small supervised set (few key phrases for each skill) and is based on the mean word embeddings (we used GloVe embeddings 10 ) and the k-nearest neighbors classifier (k-NN).
The second classifier is based on a large training corpora and we used the fastText library for this case. FastText is a library for efficient text classification and representation learning (Joulin et al., 2016) . The fastText supervised model was trained 11 to predict 5 classes (Fig. 1) .
All implemented skills can be one of two types: with or without a training dialog dataset. For chit-chat and question-answering skills we have datasets with utterances, questions, and answers. It allows us to train the classifier to select which dataset (and it infers which skill) is more suitable for the incoming user utterance. Summarization, topic detection, and the ask-question skills do not have good common known dialog datasets, which provide utterances that should activate these skills. For these skills we wrote few key phrases (3-10 for each skill) by our own and used them with k-NN classifier based on mean word embeddings.
For example, we have 2 skills -Open Subtitles and Topic Detection. First skill classifier is trained with fastText, because it has many dialog utterances (e.g. "They still behind us?", "Senora, give me a break!" and many others). Second one does not have any dialog utterances, so we should add a few of Skills without dialog datasets have a higher priority; if the k-NN classifier prediction confidence level exceeds the threshold value (90%), then the skill selected by this classifier is used to generate the response. Otherwise, the skill is selected by the fastText classifier.
Dialog system and user interaction flow
Dialog system and user interaction flow (Fig. 2) shows how user interacts with a dialog system. The dialog agent initialization begins when a user starts a chat. At the init state, the DM and skills are initialized. Some skills, such as question generation and text summarization, process input paragraphs and generate responses for further usage. Thus, the DM can choose from these responses to send a message to the user.
After that, the dialog agent switches to the started state. A user or a bot can start the conversation.
Thus, at this state, the bot waits for the first user message or executes the greeting skill if there is no message from the user after some time.
Answering to user message is the most important task to handle. When receiving a message from the user, the classifying state activates. At this state, the DM decides which skill to use. The DM runs two classifiers on user utterance (and, possibly, dialog context) to decide which skill should produce an answer. After that, the bot executes the skill and sends a generated message to the user.
After the skill execution, the bot goes to the waiting state. This state is about engaging the user in conversation when he or she is not talking to the bot. If after some time there is no message from the user, the bot tries to motivate the user to talk. It executes a random skill, such as question asking, and sends a message to the user. If there is no reaction from the user for a long time, then the bot ends the conversation.
Participation in the Conversational Intelligence Challenge
The main task of the NIPS Conversational Intelligence Challenge 2017 (ConvAI 12 ) was to build a conversational agent, which discusses a given text with a human. Each dialog was evaluated by a human at the end of the conversation on a scale from 1 (bad) to 5 (excellent) in three dimensions: quality, breadth, and engagement. Each bot utterance could be also marked as appropriate or not. The first round dataset (2778 dialogues) was released at the end of the first human evaluation round 13 .
The early version of our bot had a chit-chat, Q&A skills and a dialog manager based on rules and fastText classifier. This approach took the second place in the first round of the Conversational Intelligence Challenge with an average quality score 2.31 out of 5. A winner bot took 2.38 out of 5, while human 3.8 out of 5. The dataset released after this round provided insights on how to improve our conversational agent and helped to detect undesirable behavior. Particularly we decided to add a chit-chat Alice, paragraph's topic mention to the greeting and text summarization skills. Newly added skills required new logic to support. We enhanced the dialog manager by adding k-NN classifier for skills without dialog data described in Section 3. It helped us to avoid using rules and simplified conversational agent's development. As a result of introducing the above-mentioned changes, our bot won the Conversational Intelligence Challenge Finals (Table 1) 
Comparison with poetwannabe
Poetwannabe is the other winning system from University of Wroclaw which also used a multi-skill architecture, but focused on extracting knowledge from external resources (Wikipedia, DBPedia, Wikiqoute). Instead of supervised dialog manager to control dialog flow they used confidence scores from each skill, based on linguistic features, dialog history and internal state (Chorowski et al., 2018) .
ConvAI finals dataset analysis
To understand better bot's issues and to develop further its improvement strategy, we analyzed the frequencies of skills usage, dialog manager performance and user dialogues of the Conversational Intelligence Challenge finals dataset. The dataset was provided by the competition organizers. We have manually labeled 68 dialogs with our bot. Each bot's utterance in the dialog was tagged with predicted skill and true skill labels. Predicted skill label is the one selected by the supervised dialog manager. True skill label is the one that we found to be the most appropriate for the dialog context.
Frequency of skills usage
Frequency of skills usage was calculated by predicted skill label grouped by a dialog score for each dialog (Table 2) . After analyzing the frequency of skills usage we saw that chit-chat skills should be carefully implemented. Chit-chat skills were most frequently selected by the dialogue manager. Skills like topic detection or summarization are used rarely because usually they are executed only one time during the dialog. It does not imply that summarization or topic detection skills are unnecessary. They provide good user experience in a conversation. A fragment of best-scored dialog shows a positive user reaction to a summarization skill: Table 2 : Bot#1337's percentage of skills usage in the ConvAI Finals dialogs. They are grouped by a dialog score (human evaluation score). We count how many times each type of skill was invoked in each dialog. Chit-chat skill is the one of OpenSubtitles, Facebook news and Alice skills. Q&A is the one of question-asking, answer-checking and question-answering skills.
Dialog manager performance
By using true skill and predicted skill labels, F1 measure was calculated. Topic detection, greeting, common phrases skills were not included to the calculations because they were executed in a waiting state almost every time (described in Section 4) and dialog manager was not used here. Bot#1337's supervised dialog manager (described in Section 3) average F1 equals to 0.76. Questionasking and summarization skills that were selected by the k-NN classifier show lower F1 score than skills selected by the fastText classifier (chit-chat and answer-checking skills). F1 for these skills can be improved by adding more examples to the k-NN classifier. However this approach does not apply to a question-answering skill. It is selected by the fastText classifier and has the lowest F1 in the Table 3 . The error analysis showed that the user often asks complex questions that are not covered by the training set from SQuAD. For example:
User: Let's talk about Guinea-Bissau then. What do you know about it?" [classified as Open Subtitles] But even with the perfect F1 score, analysis of how each skill works in a dialog is necessary. Dialog reading helps to analyze skills errors, to find new skills that should be developed and to find the direction of bot's improvement.
Dialogs reading insights
After reading 68 dialogs with our bot from the finals, we can conclude that having diverse and high quality chit-chat skills and engaging a user into talking when he or she is not responding for some time (waiting state described in the Section 4) helped the bot to make a conversation better.
Other insights that will be able to help to improve our bot in the future described below.
Bot's conversation style is the same. It may be worth to make different conversation styles to engage the users who have already talked to a bot.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have described the conversational agent bot#1337. This bot took the first place in the NIPS Conversational Intelligence Challenge 2017 with an average dialogue quality score of 2.78 out of 5. The supervised dialog manager allowed us to focus on the skills implementation, to avoid rules and to simplify the development of a bot. Skills like topic detection, Q&A, text summarization are engaging a user into a conversation about the given text. According to the conversational data received during the competition, a user often chit-chats with a bot. AIML-based Alice chit-chat skill covers a wide range of topics, while sequence-to-sequence based chit-chat skill trained on Open Subtitles dataset makes a conversation more enjoyable. Open source machine learning software like OpenNMT, BigARTM, fastText gives us a big boost on the conversational agent's implementation. By making the framework for bot#1337 publicly available, we gave an opportunity for the community to get acquainted with its various modules and to develop further the conversational intelligence.
Availability
Conversational agent demonstration is accessible as a Telegram 14 bot: https://t.me/ ConvAI1337Bot. Also we have public JSON API that documented at https://github.com/ sld/convai-bot-1337/wiki/Api-Documentation. The source code is released under GNU GPLv3 license and available on GitHub: https://github.com/sld/convai-bot-1337.
